
TEACHING MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS TO WRITE THESIS

STATEMENTS

A lesson teaching middle school students how to write a thesis statement should use a simple step-by-step process that
teaches them exactly what a thesis.

Have students write consensus in their writing notebook and make a class chart. Always Remember. Students
often have a difficult time distinguishing between the two. If individual copies are made, have students glue
these examples in their writing notebooks for future reference. Most students begin by writing thesis
statements that are much too broad and must learn to narrow the focus. Refer to class charts. Purpose of a
Thesis Statement A thesis statement is usually the last sentence of the first paragraph of a composition. The
two most important concepts for students to grasp about the thesis statement are that it must state an opinion
or an argument, rather than a fact and that it must be as specific as possible. Display only the introductory
paragraphs. The succeeding body paragraphs refer back to and develop the points mentioned in the thesis
statement. Come to a class consensus of what a thesis statement includes. A Sample Weak Thesis Here is a
formulaic, superficial thesis that our students need to avoid. Common Sense is the nation's leading nonprofit
organization dedicated to improving the lives of kids and families by providing the trustworthy information,
education, and independent voice they need to thrive in the 21st century. Students identify the essay's
argument and its main points and draft a thesis statement to reflect them. As the subjects are displayed,
brainstorm possible thesis statements. Refer to class chart on thesis requirements while deciding which
sentence is the thesis statement. They are pervasive Why has the party created a society in which these things
are pervasive? Look at subjects that can be used to practice writing class thesis statements. Methods for
Writing the Statement Students may find it helpful to first write thesis statements for existing compositions, of
which only the thesis statement has been left out or covered up. In addition to requiring students to include
thesis statements in all their compositions, consider using other games and activities for extra practice, such as
letting students submit thesis statements to a contest and vote on the winner, working as a class to write a
"thesis statement" for a math, science or social studies lesson on the board and letting students write thesis
statements about things that interest them. It can take a long time for the skill to become second nature. Use a
page of thesis statements, some of which are correct and others which are not, have students practice
recognizing which sentences meet the requirements of a good thesis statement and which do not. Because it
feeds their purpose, which is to have psychological control over its citizens. When you progress through a
sequence of questions that feed upon each other, you arrive at insightful conclusions that can be pieced
together to form an outstanding thesis. It answers the prompt by identifying the irony â€” the supposed utopia
â€” and connects that irony to the meaning of the work as a whole â€” psychological manipulation as a tool to
maintain power. Display as many introductory paragraphs and thesis statements as it takes for students to
understand the concept of a thesis statement. Some useful articles for this purpose are: They're Back A
Massive Dinosaur Discovery Or individualize subjects to meet the needs of your class. Subscribe to the
weekly Talks with Teachers newsletter and never miss a post. Writing a good thesis statement is the result of
two simple actions: understanding what the prompt is asking asking questions of yourself to develop insightful
responses to the prompt This prompt had two parts: The role of irony in How that irony factors into the work
as a whole Here are the questions we asked in class during the mini lesson : What are some of the examples of
irony in ?


